Panel Discussion
Electronic Health Records (EHR): Benefits and Challenges for Data Quality

ABSTRACT

The conversion from paper to electronic patient records (EPR) conveys many benefits for both hospital staff and patients, but also presents many challenges for accurately capturing data. As hospitals have implemented EPR to various degrees, they have faced complications in insuring that data accurately and consistently capture care processes and outcomes. Additionally, data must conform to the specifications of various reporting agencies. Although hospitals have similar data collection and reporting requirements (for example, most are faced with Joint Commission/Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services core measure requirements), there are likely to be different approaches to overcoming these challenges. This panel will bring together representatives from hospitals of various sizes, organizational structures, and EPR applications, all of whom would be able to share benefits and challenges of EPR implementation as it pertains to data quality.
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Vendors

- Epic

- Cerner

Status of EHR Implementation

- 1 – Already implemented
- 2 – Planned in short term
- 3 – Planned in longer term
- 4 – Different application that interfaces with EHR (discrete fields)
- 5 – Different application that interfaces with EHR (Free text or “blobs”)
- 6 – Different application that does not interface with EHR
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>ED (1)</th>
<th>1 &amp; 2 (partial)</th>
<th>1 &amp; 2 (partial)</th>
<th>ED (1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ED Documentation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing Documentation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lab Results/Flowsheets</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medication Administration</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medication Reconciliation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intraoperative Report</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operative Report</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2 (5 now)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPOE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2 (ED = 1)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discharge Summary</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2 (5 now)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiology Testing Results</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cath Lab/EP Lab Reports</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD Progress Notes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2 (CSMG = 1)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICU Flowsheets</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anesthesiology Document.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discharge Process</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 &amp; 2 (partial)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICD-9 Coding</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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About Fletcher Allen Health Care

- Located in Burlington, Vermont
- Affiliated with the University of Vermont Medical School
- 620 Licensed Bed – Approximately 450 operational beds
- ~ 450 employed physicians
- 6,000+ Employees (largest employer in state)
- Tertiary care coverage for Northern Vermont & New York State
- Operates main hospital, rehab/ambulatory surgery campus plus primary care & specialty physician clinics
Fletcher Allen Health Care

Our Vision

Being a national model for the delivery of high-quality academic health care for a rural region

---

EHR Implementation

- EPIC was EHR vendor selected
- Rollout Timeline was June 2009 through December 2010 for entire organization
- EHR implemented across all clinical areas
  - ED & Inpatient in first round of rollout
  - Primary Care Clinics in second round
  - Specialty Clinics in third round
- Usually involved multiple semi-autonomous working groups within implementation project team
EHR Implementation Environment

- EHR's are inherently complex projects
- Timelines are tight
- Resources are limited
- Most stakeholders don’t have experience in EHR implementation environments
- Usually involves multiple autonomous working groups within implementation project team environment

Understanding the Origins of Data Quality Errors

- Data Quality Issues Usually Stem from Relatively Simple Situations in Implementation Process
- The presence of an EHR is Not an automatic guarantee of improved quality of data
- Understanding the basis of Data Quality Errors is the first step in preventing them
- For this presentation a framework of 6 major data categories is used
The “Data Quality” Measurement Challenge With EHR’s

- Electronic Health Records (EHR’s) are inherently complex – a lot of data elements
- Multiple uses of data with differing levels of granularity needed – how data is captured matters!
- Diverse stakeholder data needs – does the data meet all the needs of the providers of care?
- Does the data quality meet the user expectations?
- The danger of Garbage In- Garbage Out!

EHR’s Are Inherently Complex Data Environments

A Sample Flowsheet
**Data Quality Error Categories**

- Data **Entry** Error
- **Omissions** of Data
- **Contradictions** Between Data
- **Incomplete** Data
- **Ambiguity** of Data Captured
- **Authenticity** of Data Elements

“To err is human, but to really foul things up requires a computer.”

~ Farmer's Almanac, 1978

---

**Entry - Simple Human Error**

In EHR terms the human error source is usually an incorrect data entry:

- **Active error** – someone entering the wrong value → Is there an alternative to having a person make a manual entry?
- **Passive Error** – a system default value was not reset to a correct value → Test all default value settings for appropriateness, when in doubt don’t have defaults produce an active entry
Errors of Omission

Not having data due to being overlooked (clutter) or not in a logical location ➔

- Live test flow sheets, screens and other clinical platforms with real patient values in a secure test environment.
- Actively query clinicians about completeness of key elements.

Contradiction Errors

Data in multiple locations don’t coincide ➔

- Test for common source locations on system
  - In a flow sheet entry?
  - Contained in a narrative note?
  - Is it in a scanned document?
- Determine if elements captured in multiple locations makes logical sense – complexity adds to this type error
- Notes or comments are often source of confusion
- Check discrete data elements in multiple locations
Incomplete Errors

Information captured does not contain all required elements – some data is present but not all components

- There is no simple fix for this type of error unless some type of “forcing function” is possible (e.g. if A element is present then must have B element)

- Drawback is hard stops or alerts have to be “bypassable” to maintain flows

- Be aware of potential to promote “alert fatigue”

Ambiguity Errors

When data elements are not definitive uncertainty regarding interpretation can be common

- “High BP”, “Elevated Temp”, etc. in non-discrete data locations can lead to ambiguity

- Use of discrete data elements rather than free text or comment/note fields for critical data is most common approach: e.g. B/P= 188/123; Temp= 38.9 C, etc.
Authenticity Errors

Source data on same observation or event resides in more than one location dependent on updates – which location is definitive source?

→ e.g. Nursing flow sheet says patient is long term current smoker, physician notes indicate no longer a smoker and receiving nicotine therapy.

Avoiding need for “notes” or comment field entries by using discrete data fields is most common and effective solution

Summation

- Addressing the source of errors is often a function of how the implementation team operates between working groups.
- Defining norms like a common data dictionary from day one of project is important!!!
- Cross check for consistent approaches between implementation working groups
Summation (Cont)

- When in doubt – use discrete data fields with a single data dictionary identity
- Keep track of where common data elements are used in various screens and flowsheets
- Data quality has to be engineered into the build and configuration of the EHR during implementation – not as an afterthought!!

A Parting Perspective

“The potentials of EHR systems and data quality challenges are just beginning to be understood. Just like mastering any complex tool; it requires time, patience and diligence to insure it is operating at its potential as well as meeting the needs of the healthcare providers. Accurate and complete data is an absolute minimum requirement to justify the efforts to integrate EHR’s into healthcare”

~Me
Thank you
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The Context

Cedars-Sinai Medical Center

- Academic Medical Center/Health System
- Largest Non-Profit Hospital in the Western US
- 958 Beds, 10,000 Employees, 2100 MDs
- Basic Annual Statistics
  - 57,000 inpatients
  - 565,000 outpatients
  - 82,000 ER visits
  - 7,000 deliveries
CS-Link Data Quality Dashboard Timeline

- CS-Link Quality and Regulatory Data Committee
  - Chartered June 2009
  - Broad membership
- CS-Link Data Quality Dashboard Working Group
  - Initiated December 2010
  - Membership includes representatives from CS-Link Clinical Documentation Build Team and CS Data Quality Management Team
- Development Currently Underway
  - Pilot Dashboard
  - Scalable Approach

CS-Link Quality & Regulatory Data Committee

Committee Objectives

- Identify data elements necessary for Medical Center functions that should be available in CS-Link
- Provide a multi-disciplinary forum for review of CS-Link clinical content for purposes of Quality/Safety, resource management and Regulatory guidelines
- Help ensure that CS-Link designed clinician documentation will support abstracting and coding
- Ensure Quality and Core Measure reporting needs can be supported with CS-Link documentation tools
- Ensure all licensing requirements are maintained with CS-Link
CS-Link Quality & Regulatory Data Committee

Key Activities

- Inventory of currently reported and anticipated data related to clinical care needed for public reporting or internal quality management

- Review CS-Link clinical content to ensure the support needs identified above

- Note where changes/modifications are needed, provide feedback to application team, ensure changes are made.

CS-Link Quality & Regulatory Data Committee

Key Activities (cont’d)

- Provide a consistent data quality perspective for content review and oversight

- Own the migration of current data abstracting related to quality, safety, regulatory and core measure reporting to CS-Link

- Develop and update dashboard of measures to reflect progress
Charge for CS-Link Data Quality Dashboard Working Team

- For each key Quality Council Dashboard Measure, develop method for evaluating data quality at three points of data lifecycle
  - ensuring input data quality
  - ensuring internal logic data quality
  - ensuring extract data quality

- If all three are “green,” then leadership can be confident that the measure is an accurate representation of performance

CS-Link Data Quality Dashboard: Progress

- Focus of Pilot Determined
  - VTE Prophylaxis for ICU patients that are part of the VAP Bundle
  - Will be used to develop a standardized process for evaluating data quality of other key Quality Council measures derived from CS-Link.

- The build team had completed, but not released, a new build for VAP Bundle, including VTE Prophylaxis, due to perceived data quality problems with initial build released with IP2.
Process for Evaluating Input Data Quality

- Identify data elements needed to operationalize VAP ICU VTE Prophylaxis measure
- Develop Data Acquisition Workflow to document how required data elements are input into CS-Link
- Ensure new build will cover “gaps” by comparing:
  - Original CareVue data flow (believed to be correct)
  - Current CS-Link build (believed to be problematic)
  - Redesigned CS-Link build (believed to be correct)
- Develop and test reports to allow ongoing assurance of continuing data input integrity

Process for Evaluating Internal Logic Data Quality

- Evaluate how each data element needed to operationalize VAP ICU VTE Prophylaxis measure:
  - flows from point of entry into CS-Link through the various internal CS-Link environments
  - until it reaches the CS-Link Clarity data base (from which it will be extracted for the Quality Council Dashboard)
- Ensuring integrity by highlighting any decision-points, programmed transformations, or calculations implemented during this process
- Develop and test reports to allow ongoing assurance of continuing internal logic data integrity
Process for Evaluating Extract Data Quality

- Evaluate how each data element needed to operationalize VAP ICU VTE Prophylaxis measure:
  — is extracted from CS-Link Clarity data base for use by the Business Objects team to construct the measure in the Quality Council Dashboard
- Ensuring integrity by highlighting any decision-points, programmed transformations, or calculations implemented during this process
- Develop and test reports to allow ongoing assurance of continuing data extract integrity

CS-Link Data Quality Dashboard: Process Flowchart
## Data Validation & Risk Management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level / Approach</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Risk Management Effectiveness*</th>
<th>Data Access Requirement</th>
<th>Currently Applied</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Sample-based</td>
<td>Spot check few cases</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Application, front-end</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Population-based</td>
<td>Aggregated, ad hoc query</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Database, back-end</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Proactive monitoring</td>
<td>Rule-based, ongoing</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Continuous; Database, back-end</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Special Case: Report validation  
  Report specs verification & content validation  
  High  
  Report specs; Database, back-end  
  No (specs & spot check only)

* Effectiveness is based on low to zero risk tolerance for error.

---

## Concluding Thoughts & Observations

- We believe we have a good working model

- We have established communication between the build team and the data quality management team

- There are limitations to the degree that this process can mitigate risks

- We will be challenged to implement this process for multiple measures simultaneously
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Stony Brook University Medical Center

• Long Island, New York
• Region’s only tertiary care center
  – 571 Acute Inpatient Beds
    • 34,600 discharges in 2010
  – Adult / Pediatric Emergency Dept.
    • 85,022 visits (FY 09-10)
  – 33 Hospital Based Clinics/Tests
  – Level 1 Trauma Center
  – Level 3 NICU, Regional Perinatal Center
  – Burn Center
  – Renal Transplant Program
  – Autologous/Allogenic Bone Marrow Transplant Program/Unit
Stony Brook University Medical Center

- Hospital is part of the State University of New York at Stony Brook
- Affiliated with a major academic medical center, including medical, nursing, and health technology management schools
  - 48 accredited training programs with 572 residents
- 559 Full time, 443 Voluntary Physicians
- >4,800 Full-time Employees

Decision Support Services

- Part of Quality division
- Holds much of the responsibility for public reporting
- Staff includes analysts and nursing staff working closely together
- Collaborates with Continuous Quality Improvement (CQI) department, participating in Clinical Service Group (CSG) meetings and CQI teams (e.g., door-to-balloon, heart failure)
EHR Implementation at SBUMC

- Vendor - Cerner
- During the past few years we have implemented
  - Nursing documentation
  - Laboratory results and flowsheets
  - Medication administration documentation
  - Medication reconciliation
  - Intraoperative reporting
  - Emergency Department documentation
  - Computerized Physician Order Entry

EHR Implementation at SBUMC

- Discharge summaries, operative reports, and certain test results are also available in the EPR as free text imported from other systems
EHR Implementation at SBUMC

- Scheduled for implementation:
  - Physician documentation
  - ICU flowsheets
  - Anesthesia module
  - Discharge process

Inaccurate or Incomplete Data Capture

- Data element not captured at all
- Data element captured but does not meet required definition(s)
- Data element captured in manner that meets requirement for one registry but not others
Inconsistent Data Capture

• Data element captured differently in different locations in the EHR
• Contradictory data documented on paper tools for hybrid records

Technical Barriers to Data Capture

• Ambiguities in legal medical record printout
• Interfaced systems bring data as “blobs”
Process Barriers to Data Capture

- Balancing alert fatigue with the need to prompt appropriate care and documentation
- Disinclination to require fields
- Customization may require more resources than available
- Competing needs

Barriers to Information Quality

- Real-time decision support is often dependent on processes not completed
- Real-time reporting on quality measures is dependent on identification of conditions and entry of data elements not currently captured electronically
Strategies for Improving Data Capture/Integrity for EHR-Based Public Reporting

- Collaboration among technical, clinical, and quality staff
- Data element by data element review with abstractors
- Comparisons of screen view to printouts
- Preliminary research into alerts to avoid fatigue
- Extensive education of staff
- Continued implementation, minimization of non-electronic, non-discrete sources

Measuring Quality of EHR Public Reporting Data

- Data extracts from EHR compared with data manually abstracted
- Mismatch rates for measure sets overall as well as individual data elements
- For data elements with a mismatch rate greater than zero, identification of Cedars-Sinai data lifecycle point(s) resulting in mismatch:
  - Inputs: What data elements are simply not currently captured in the EHR?
  - Internal Logic: What data elements are captured differently electronically and on paper?
  - Extracts: What is the quality of our extraction?
Elisa L. Horbatuk, MA  
Data Manager, Decision Support Services  
Stony Brook University Medical Center  

Elisa.Horbatuk@StonyBrook.edu  
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The University of Chicago Medical Center

The University of Chicago Medical Center, an academic medical center based in Hyde Park on the campus of the University of Chicago, is a not-for-profit corporation which includes:

- Bernard A. Mitchell Hospital, the primary adult patient care facility
- Comer Children's Hospital, devoted to the medical needs of children
- Chicago Lying-in Hospital, a maternity and women's hospital
- Duchossois Center for Advanced Medicine (DCAM), a state-of-the-art ambulatory-care facility with the full spectrum of preventive, diagnostic, and treatment functions
- University of Chicago Pritzker School of Medicine, one of the nation's premier medical schools
- Our patient care system also includes physician offices in several Chicago locations, the suburbs, and northwestern Indiana and affiliations with several hospitals including LaRabida Children's Hospital (staffed by University of Chicago pediatrics), Mercy Hospital, Weiss Memorial Hospital and others.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average Beds in Service</th>
<th>532</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Admissions</td>
<td>22,692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient Days</td>
<td>68,336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deliveries</td>
<td>1,647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visits to the DCAM</td>
<td>504,759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency Visits</td>
<td>68,336</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EMR Implementation Challenges

• “... information presentation profoundly affects user behavior and decision-making, it is critical that information displays be thoughtfully designed and rigorously tested to ensure they yield the best possible performance outcomes – these must consider the full complexity of the context in which the system is to be used.”

Heart Failure Education

Row detail description for heart failure education reads:

- Heart failure education and packet received which address activity, diet, worsening of symptoms, and weight monitoring.

- Indeed, HF education materials have been carefully designed to ensure that each element of education, including teach back, is addressed and assessed with the patient.

- Process of care measures require EXPLICIT confirmation that each of these elements are completed and that documentation in the printed medical record explicitly covers each.

Printed flowsheet shows “Heart Failure Education” = “Yes”

Abstraction logic would fail each element of heart failure education

- Pre-Analysis score would have been 0%
- Post-Analysis score was 96%
Workflow, Semantics, and Usability

The Problem of the Problem List

• Do clinicians understand the EMR’s working definitions of data points?
  – Do Residents understand the billing/decision support/quality measurement implications and meaning differences between a diagnosis list and a problem list?
    • Lack of differentiation causes loss of credibility
    • Loss of credibility results in reduced use
    • Reduced use results in poor completion and poor quality for billing and decision support

Relative Time References

Home Medications – Time Last Taken

• Home Medications: the medications that the patient was taking prior to hospital admission
  – When was the last dose taken?
  – Can the system differentiate between error in patient-reported medications and later corrections
    • Does the system allow the user to differentiate between the historical record of “who,what,when “ and the “truth” as currently understood?
Relative Time References
Home Medications – Time Last Taken

• Dynamic Prior to Admission medication module uses relative time references
  – “Today,” “Yesterday,” “Last Week”
  – Medications changes are stored (auditable) with each click of “Medications Reviewed”
  • While time/date stamp on each Medication Reviewed audit section reflect changes to meds, the relative time references to not change.

– April 1 – RN Judy reviews meds and says patient last took aspirin “today”
– April 5 – RN Michelle reviews meds again – makes no adjustments (patient has been in-house continuously since last review)

• The April 5 review history would now show Aspirin - last dose taken “today.”
  – The problem is that when “today” was entered, the day happened to be April 1. Since the April 5 nurse kept the med as a prior to admission med, but didn’t update the last taken field.

– THIS IS TRUE EVEN ACROSS DIFFERENT ENCOUNTERS!
  It would take a formal data audit to reveal this.
Conclusions

• EMR Implementation is an organization-wide endeavor requiring enterprise-wide proactive validation of input workflows and output presentations.

• Performance Improvement methodologies like PDSA are well-suited correcting data quality issues after they have been identified

• Proactive methods of identifying potential workflow/output/billing/compliance issues must be deployed in a systematic, enterprise-wide manner to prevent potentially dangerous errors from occurring and going undetected.

Thank you!
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